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CASE NO. 
2020-00346 

O R D E R 

On October 27, 2020, pursuant to 807 KAR 5:026, Section 9 and 807 KAR 5:001, 

Section 19, Essential Utilities, Inc. (Essential), PNG Companies LLC (PNG), Peoples Gas 

KY LLC (Peoples KY), and Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. (Delta), (collectively, Joint 

Applicants) submitted a joint application for (1) a declaratory order confirming that under 

KRS 278.020 Commission approval is not required for ownership of Peoples KY to be 

transferred to Delta, and (2) Commission approval of a rate increase for Peoples KY, 

setting the rates for Peoples KY to Delta’s current rate for farm-tap service.  Joint 

Applicants assert that Commission approval of Peoples KY transfer to Delta is not 

required, because KRS 278.020(6)–(7) only applies to utilities as defined in 

KRS 278.010(3).  Joint Applicants maintain that because the Commission has affirmed 

that Peoples KY is a farm-tap system,1 and not a public utility2 the Commission has no 

jurisdiction to review the transfer under KRS 278.020. 

                                                             
1 A “farm-tap system” is a natural gas system in which retail gas service is provided to customers 

within one-half air mile of any producing well or gathering line, pursuant to KRS 278.485.  Farm-tap systems 
are not considered utilities under KRS 278.010, because they do not furnish gas service to the public, but 
merely are obligated to offer gas service to customers in close proximity to the production or gathering 
facilities.  The Commission has limited jurisdiction to regulate the retail rates of farm-tap systems. 
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By Order issued December 21, 2020, the Commission found that given the 

Commission’s recent departure from prior decisions,3 an investigation was necessary to 

determine the applicability of KRS 278.020 to the proposed transaction.  Pursuant to 

KRS 278.020(7), the Commission found good cause to continue Joint Applicants’ 

application an additional 60 days.  Joint Applicants have responded to one round of 

discovery.  No one has sought intervention in this proceeding.  Joint Applicants have not 

requested a hearing and this matter is ready for a decision based on the case record. 

BACKGROUND 

Essential, previously known as Aqua America, Inc. (Aqua America), a publicly held 

corporation organized under the laws of Pennsylvania, is the indirect owner of PNG, 

Delta, and Peoples KY.4  PNG, a limited liability company organized under the laws of 

Delaware, is the direct owner of Delta and Peoples KY.5  Delta is a Kentucky corporation 

providing gas service to 36,700 customers, including approximately 900 farm-tap 

customers, in 23 Kentucky counties.6  Peoples KY is a Kentucky limited liability company 

that provides farm-tap gas service to approximately 3,000 customers in eastern 

Kentucky.7    

                                                             
2 Case No. 2018-00263, Georgia Johnson v. Peoples Gas KY, LLC (Ky. PSC Mar. 27, 2020). 
 
3 Case No. 2020-00028, Electronic Proposed Acquisition by Bluegrass Water Utility Operating 

Company, LLC of Wastewater System Facilities and Subsequent Tariffed Service to Users Presently 
Served by Those Facilities, (Ky. PSC June 19, 2020), final Order at 16 in which the Commission announced 
its departure from precedent and indicated Commission approval for a public utility to acquire the system 
of a nonjurisdictional utility will henceforth be required.  
 

4 Application at 1–2. 
 
5 Id. at 2. 
 
6 Id. at 2 and 5. 
 
7 Id. at 4. Response to Staff’s First Request (filed Jan. 29, 2021) Items 5, 7, 8, 9, 10.  Peoples KY 

does not own any gathering lines or producing wells in Kentucky.  Peoples KY sells gas to farm-tap 
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Subsequent to obtaining Commission approval in Case No. 2018-00369, Aqua 

America acquired indirect control over Delta’s assets by acquiring 100 percent of LDC 

Funding LLC (LDC Funding) and LDC Funding’s subsidiaries, including PNG, Peoples 

KY, and Delta.8  On February 3, 2020, Aqua America changed its name to Essential 

Utilities, Inc.9  Delta and Peoples KY remained wholly owned subsidiaries of PNG 

following the acquisition.10  Joint Applicants state they plan to dissolve Peoples KY as a 

standalone entity once the proposed transaction is consummated.11   

In Case No. 2018-00369, Aqua America made certain post-merger commitments 

associated with the transaction wherein, among other things, Aqua America committed 

that Delta and its ratepayers would not incur any additional costs, liabilities, or obligations 

in conjunction with the transaction, and would not bear costs associated with operating 

Aqua America’s subsidiaries, including Peoples KY.12  Joint Applicants state that the 

present rates of Peoples KY are deficient to the point that Peoples KY is unprofitable and 

losing over $1.0 million per year on a pre-tax basis, with a retained deficit of $4.4 million.13  

                                                             
customers along a gathering system formerly operated by the Kentucky West Virginia Gas Company.  
Peoples KY’s gas supplier is Diversified Southern Production. 

 
8 Case No. 2018-00369, Electronic Joint Application of Aqua America, Inc., SteelRiver 

Infrastructure Fund North America LP, SteelRiver LDC Investments LP, LDC Parent LLC, PNG Companies 
LLC, Peoples Gas KY LLC, and Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. for Approval of an Acquisition of 
Ownership and Control of PNG Companies LLC and Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. (Ky. PSC Mar. 13, 
2019). 

 
9 Application at 2. 
 
10  Response to Commission Staff’s First Request (Response to Staff’s First Request), (filed Jan. 

29, 2021), Attachment to Item 13(b), Organizational Chart.  
 
11 Application at 6.  
 
12 Case No. 2018-00369, Electronic Joint Application of Aqua America, Inc. (Ky. PSC Mar. 13, 

2019), Order at 6. Application at 5-6.  
 
13 Application at 3–4 and 7. 
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For this reason, Joint Applicants condition the proposed transaction on the Commission’s 

approval of a rate increase for Peoples KY’s customers to bring these rates up to the 

rates currently being charged Delta’s farm-tap customers.  The Commission finds that a 

review of Joint Applicants’ proposed transaction is necessary to ensure continued 

compliance with the commitments made to Delta and its ratepayers in Case. No. 2018-

00369. 

DISCUSSION 

Joint Applicants state that since the acquisition, they have been analyzing their 

respective structures and operations and have identified opportunities with respect to 

Peoples KY and Delta.  Joint Applicants state that Peoples KY employees in 

Pennsylvania provide current day-to-day oversight of Peoples KY’s farm-tap operations.  

Joint Applicants note that Delta operates a gas system in Kentucky that already provides 

retail and farm-tap service, and that shifting the ownership and control of Peoples KY to 

Delta will provide local Kentucky-based leadership to Peoples KY.14  Joint Applicants 

state that Delta and Peoples KY service territories adjoin, and a transfer of Peoples KY 

day-to-day operations to Delta will permit a more efficient operation of Peoples KY’s 

system than at present.15 

Joint Applicants explain that Peoples KY’s only office is in Pikeville, Kentucky, and 

that Delta has an office in Manchester, Kentucky from which it deploys field technicians.16  

Joint Applicants further explain that Delta’s Manchester office is located near where both 

                                                             
14 Id. at 3. 
 
15 Id. at 5–6. 
 
16 Id. at 6. 
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Delta and Peoples KY already have farm-tap customers and that having technicians 

located more broadly throughout Peoples KY’s system will result in additional operating 

enhancements.  Joint Applicants state that Delta can assist and further train Peoples KY’s 

technicians in automated meter reading, calibration, and collection methods.17  Joint 

Applicants state that Delta is transitioning to the SAP Customer Relationship and Billing 

System in 2021, and Peoples KY has already converted to this system.  Joint Applicants 

maintain that the merger of Delta and Peoples KY will facilitate a reduction in the amount 

of manual work to be done in each billing cycle because Delta can integrate the Peoples 

KY collection data into Delta’s billing system.18 

The Commission is reviewing the proposed transaction for the purpose of 

confirming that neither Delta nor its ratepayers will subsidize Peoples KY’s operations or 

will otherwise be financially harmed by the proposed transfer of Peoples KY to Delta.  

However, if Peoples KY were a public utility and not a farm-tap system, the Commission 

would review the proposed transaction pursuant to KRS 278.020(6) and KRS 278.020(7).  

The Commission includes a discussion of the requirements of KRS 278.020(6) solely to 

demonstrate that if this transaction were subject to that statutory provision, the 

requirements have been met.  

KRS 278.020(6) provides that: 

No person shall acquire or transfer ownership of, or control, 
or the right to control, any utility under the jurisdiction of the 
commission by sale of assets, transfer of stock, or otherwise, 
or abandon the same, without prior approval by the 
commission.  The Commission shall grant its approval if the 
person acquiring the utility has the financial, technical, and 
managerial abilities to provide reasonable service.  

                                                             
17 Id. 
 
18 Id. 
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Delta is currently operating a gas utility and providing farm-tap service to 36,700 

customers, including over 900 farm-tap customers.  This is sufficient evidence that Delta 

has the financial, technical, and managerial abilities to operate a gas utility and a farm-

tap system.  Additionally, according to its most recently filed annual report Delta has a net 

utility plant of $147,558,610,19 and retained earnings of $5,152,635.20  For the calendar 

year ended December 31, 2019, Delta reported total gas operating revenues of 

$47,621,235 and net income of $7,133,139.21   

 Given the case record and being otherwise sufficiently advised, the Commission 

finds that Delta has the financial, technical, and managerial abilities to provide reasonable 

farm-tap service and that transfer of Peoples KY to Delta will not negatively affect Delta’s 

ability to provide natural gas service.  The Commission further finds that the transfer of 

ownership of Peoples KY to Delta should be approved. 

 In support of their claim that Delta will not subsidize People’s KY’s operations 

following the proposed transfer, Joint Applicants state that Peoples KY’s operational costs 

are not expected to increase as a result of the transfer, and there will be no system 

implementation costs in merging the operations of Delta and Peoples KY.22  Given Joint 

Applicants claim that Peoples KY’s rates are inadequate, and to further ensure Delta does 

not suffer financial harm, pursuant to 804 KAR 5:026, Section 9, Joint Applicants also 

seek to increase People KY’s rates by applying the rate paid by Delta’s farm-tap 

                                                             
19 Annual Report of Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. for the Year Ended December 31, 2019, at 

14. 
  
20 Id. at 17. 
 
21 Id. at 19 and 22. 
 
22 Application at 6. 
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customers to People KY’s customers.  Joint Applicants propose not assessing Delta’s 

Gas Cost Adjustment Clause (GCR) and Pipe Replacement Program tariffed charges to 

Peoples KY’s customers because at least initially, this portion of the system will be 

operated in a physically discrete manner.23  Joint Applicants propose continuing to apply 

Peoples KY’s GCR to Peoples KY’s customers and incorporating this into Delta’s tariff.24   

 Joint Applicants state that the proposed rate change will increase the average bill 

for a Peoples KY’s customer from $37.77 to $59.93.25  This is a 59 percent increase in 

the average People KY’s customer’s bill.26  The rates charged to farm-tap customers must 

be approved by the Commission.  Commission Regulation 807 KAR 5:026, Section 9, 

allows a farm-tap operator to request an adjustment in retail rates through a proposed 

tariff if (1) the percentage change in rates does not exceed the percentage change in the 

price index during the most recent 12-month period immediately preceding the date the 

proposed tariff is filed27 and (2) the proposed rate does not exceed the highest average 

volumetric rate of a local gas distribution utility approved by the commission and in effect 

on the date the proposed tariff is filed.  If the proposed percentage increase in rates 

exceeds the percentage change in the price index but the proposed rate remains below 

the highest prevailing gas rate approved by the Commission, the gas company must 

submit its proposed tariff and cost data that supports the proposed increase. 

                                                             
23 Id. at 7. 
 
24 Id.  
 
25 Id.  
 
26 Application, Exhibit 5. 
 
27 807 KAR 5:026 defines price index as the average of the producer price index utility natural gas 

(PPI 5-05) for the most recent 12-month period as published monthly by the United States Department of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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 The percentage change in the price index during the 12-month period ending 

September 30, 2020, is 2.47 percent, which is lower than the proposed 59 percent 

increase in rates.28  However, the proposed rates are below the highest prevailing gas 

rates approved by the Commission, which are those currently being charged by G.S. 

Knox, Interstate Natural Gas, and Troublesome Creek.29  Because Peoples KY does not 

meet the first test cited in 807 KAR 5:026, Section 9(a), but does meet the second, the 

regulation requires that it provide its costs to provide service during the previous two 

years, current within 90 days of the date the proposed tariff.30  Peoples KY submitted the 

required cost data supporting the proposed increase.31  

 Having considered the evidence of record and being otherwise sufficiently advised, 

the Commission finds the rates in the Appendix to this Order meet the requirements of 

807 KAR 5:026, Section 9, should be approved, and should be effective upon the date of 

consummation of the transfer of ownership of Peoples KY to Delta. 

 The Commission notes that Delta’s last general rate increase was in October 

2010,32 and that Delta has not identified a date when it will file its next general rate case.33  

The Commission further notes that (1) Delta’s tariff does not provide a separate rate 

schedule for farm-tap customers; (2) Delta has not considered establishing a separate 

                                                             
28 186.6 (CPI September 30, 2020) - 182.1 (CPI October 1, 2019) = 4.5 ÷ 182.1 (CPI October 1, 

2019) = 2.47%. 
 
29 Application at 8. 
 
30 807 KAR 5:026, Section 9(b). 
 
31 Response to Staff’s First Request (filed Jan. 29. 2021), Items 23(a) and 23(b) including 

Attachment 23(a) and Attachment 23(b). 
 
32 Case No. 2010-00116, Application of Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. for an Adjustment of 

Rates. (Ky. PSC Oct. 21, 2010). 
 
33 Response to Staff’s First Request (filed Jan. 29, 2021), Item 15(c). 
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rate schedule for its farm-tap customers;34 and (3) when Delta was ordered to establish 

a separate rate schedule for farm-tap customers,35 it cited its limited number of farm-tap 

customers and claimed the requirement presented complications that outweighed the 

benefit of establishing a separate rate for so few customers.  The Commission 

subsequently relieved Delta of that requirement.36  However, the merger of Delta and 

Peoples KY significantly increases the number of farm-tap customers being served by 

Delta and being charged Delta’s residential customer rate.  

The Commission’s review of the proposed increase to Peoples KY’s farm-tap rates 

pursuant to 807 KAR 5:026, Section 9, the regulation under which this application was 

filed, did not address the issue of whether Delta’s farm-tap rates are fair, just and 

reasonable given that the merger will more than triple the number of farm-tap customers 

on Delta’s system, and that market conditions have changed considerably since 2010.  

Having considered the evidence of record and being otherwise sufficiently advised, the 

Commission finds that an investigation into the reasonableness of Delta’s farm-tap rates 

is necessary. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that: 

1. The proposed transfer of ownership of Peoples KY to Delta is approved. 

2. Within five days of consummation of the transfer, Delta shall file a written 

notice settling forth the date of the transfer and referencing this case number.  The notice 

shall be retained in the post-case correspondence file. 

                                                             
34 Id. at Item 4. 
 
35 Case No. 2000-00468, Charles B. Gregory v. Columbia Natural Resources and Delta Natural 

Gas Company, Inc. (Ky. PSC Nov. 28, 2001). 
 
36 Case No. 2000-00468, (Ky. PSC Feb. 25, 2002), final Order. 
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3. The rates set forth in the Appendix to this Order are approved. 

4. The effective date of the rates set forth in the Appendix shall be the date the 

transfer of ownership of Peoples KY to Delta is consummated. 

5. Within ten days of the transfer of Peoples KY to Delta, Peoples KY shall file 

revised tariff sheets with the Commission, using the Commission’s electronic Tariff Filing 

System, containing the rates set forth in the Appendix to this Order. 

6. The Commission shall initiate a separate proceeding in which to investigate 

the reasonableness of Delta’s farm-tap rates.  

7. This case is closed and removed from the Commission’s docket.  
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By the Commission 

ATTEST: 

______________________ 
Executive Director 
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2020-00346  DATED 

The following rates and charges are prescribed for the customers in the area 

served by Peoples Gas KY LLC.  All other rates and charges not specifically mentioned 

herein shall remain the same as those in effect under the authority of the Commission 

prior to the effective date of this Order. 

Base Rate 

Customer Charge $21.00 

All Mcf $  4.3185 

FEB 22 2021



 *Denotes Served by Email                                         Service List for Case 2020-00346

*Peoples Gas KY, LLC
375 North Shore Drive
Suite 600
Pittsburgh, PA  15212

*John B Brown
Chief Financial Officer
Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.
3617 Lexington Road
Winchester, KY  40391

*Kimberly Joyce
Essential Utilities, Inc. 762 W Lancaster Ave.
Bryn Mawr, PENNSYLVANIA  19010

*Monica Braun
STOLL KEENON OGDEN PLLC
300 West Vine Street
Suite 2100
Lexington, KENTUCKY  40507-1801

*Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.
3617 Lexington Road
Winchester, KY  40391



PEOPLES GAS KY LLC 

RATES FOR FURNISHING 

NATURAL GAS 

AT 

Revision No. 3 
to 

P.S.C. KY. No. 1 

Connections along Kentucky West Virginia Gas Company's 
pipeline system in Eastern Kentucky included in Peoples Gas KY 
LLC's service area. 

FILED WITH THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

OF 

KENTUCKY 

Issued December 17, 2013 
Through the issuance of this tariff Peoples Gas KY LLC adopts the 
tariff of Equitable Gas. 

Issued by: PEOPLES GAS KY LLC 

By: Morgan K. O'Brien 
President 
375 North Shore Drive, Suite 600 
Pittsburgh/ PA 15212 

KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

JEFF R. DEROUEN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TARIFF BRANCH

EFFECTIVE

12/17/2013
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 SECTION 9 (1)

DanielE.Hinton
New Stamp



PEOPLES GAS KY LLC TWENTY NINTH REVISED SHEET No. 2 
375 NORTH SHORE DRIVE, SUITE 600 CANCELING TWENTY EIGHTH REVISED SHEET No. 2 
PITTSBURGH, PA  15212 P.S.C. KY No. 1 

ISSUED:  December 31, 2020 
EFFECTIVE:  February 1, 2021 

Filed in compliance with the  
Commission's Order at Case No.  
2020-00418 entered January 25, 2021 

Issued By: _________________________ 
Carol Scanlon 
Manager, Rates 

RATE 

Customer: Various 

Expiration: See "Special Conditions" 

Point of Delivery: 

At connection along Kentucky West Virginia Gas Company's well connection 
and gathering system in Eastern Kentucky included in Peoples Gas KY LLC’s 
service area. 

Rate: 

Customer Service Charge: $7.50 

Base Rate + Gas Cost Recovery Rate* = Total Rate 
All Mcf $2.1322 $3.4040 per MCF $5.5362 (R) 

The minimum monthly bill shall be $7.50. 

*The "Gas Cost Recovery Rate (GCR)" as shown above, is an adjustment per
Mcf determined in accordance with the "Gas Cost Adjustment Clause" as
set forth on Sheets No. 4 and 5 of this tariff.

The following adjustment shall be made to the above rates: 

(1) Customer bills may also include gross receipts license taxes as
authorized under the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990.

Gas delivered pursuant to this tariff is from pipelines owned and operated 
by Peoples Gas KY LLC’s supplier and all gas sold hereunder is made available 
by said supplier.  Other than the meter, service tap, saddle and first service 
shut off valve, which shall be owned and maintained by Peoples Gas KY LLC, all 
other approved equipment and material required for service under this tariff 
shall be furnished, installed, and maintained by the customer at the customer’s 
expense and shall remain the customer’s property. At the customer’s option, 
Peoples Gas KY LLC will furnish and install this other equipment, but this other 
equipment shall be paid for, owned and maintained by the customer.  Such other 
equipment shall include, but is not limited to, the line from the service tap 
to the point of use, gas regulation equipment, and desiccant tanks or other 
moisture control equipment as approved and required by Peoples Gas KY LLC. 
Peoples Gas KY LLC shall have the right to abandon gas service to any customer 
served from any line which is no longer operated by its supplier for any reason 

KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Linda C. Bridwell
Executive Director

EFFECTIVE

2/1/2021
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 SECTION 9 (1)

DanielE.Hinton
New Stamp



PEOPLES GAS KY LLC TWENTY NINTH REVISED SHEET No. 2 
375 NORTH SHORE DRIVE, SUITE 600 CANCELING TWENTY EIGHTH REVISED SHEET No. 2 
PITTSBURGH, PA  15212 P.S.C. KY No. 1 

ISSUED:  December 31, 2020 
EFFECTIVE:  February 1, 2021 

Filed in compliance with the  
Commission's Order at Case No.  
2020-00418 entered January 25, 2021 

Issued By: _________________________ 
Carol Scanlon 
Manager, Rates  

whatsoever.  All gas sold and delivered under this Tariff shall be delivered at 
the varying pressures of Peoples Gas KY LLC’s supplier's pipeline, and it shall 
be the responsibility of the customer to supply, maintain, and operate the 
necessary regulator and related equipment for the customer's use. 

 
(R) Indicates Reduction.

KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Linda C. Bridwell
Executive Director

EFFECTIVE

2/1/2021
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 SECTION 9 (1)

DanielE.Hinton
New Stamp



PEOPLES GAS KY LLC 
375 NORTH SHORE DRIVE, SUITE 600 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15212 

PURCHASED GAS ADJUSTMENT 

ORIGINAL SHEET No. 3 
P.S.C. KY. No. 1 

The rate authorized herein is based upon the wholesale cost of 
gas to Peoples Gas KY LLC as computed upon the rate of Kentucky West Virginia 
Gas Company then currently in effect under Federal Power Commission tariffs 
for interstate business. For the purpose of this purchased gas adjustment 
clause, this rate shall be considered as the base rate for purchased gas. In 
the event there is an increase in this base rate, Peoples Gas KY LLC shall 
within thirty days from the time it receives notice of the proposed change 
file with this Commission the following information: 

( 1) A copy of the Federal Power Commission tariff, 
effecting the change in the base rate and a 
statement relative to the effective date of 
such proposed change. 

(2) A statement setting out the details of gas 
purchased under the provisions of the base rate 
for the previous twelve months showing billing 
under the base rate and under the proposed 
revised rate applicable to this service. 

( 3) A balance sheet as of the end of the latest 
twelve month period and a statement of 
operating expenses and revenues in the same 
detail as reported to this Commission in the 
Utility's Annual Report. 

( 4) Such other information as this Commission may 
request for a proper determination of the 
purchased gas adjustment. 

ISSUED: December 17,2013 
EFFECTIVE: December 17, 2013 

Issued By: /s/ Carol Luniewski 
Rate Analyst 

KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

JEFF R. DEROUEN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TARIFF BRANCH

EFFECTIVE

12/17/2013
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 SECTION 9 (1)

DanielE.Hinton
New Stamp



PEOPLES GAS KY LLC TWENTY EIGHTH REVISED SHEET No.4 
375 NORTH SHORE DRIVE, SUITE 600 CANCELING TWENTY SEVENTH REVISED SHEET No.4 
PITTSBURGH, PA  15212 P.S.C. KY. No.1 

ISSUED:  December 31, 2020  
EFFECTIVE:  February 1, 2021 

Filed in compliance with the  
Commission's Order at Case No.  
2020-00418 entered January 25, 2021 

Issued By: ______________________ 
Carol Scanlon 
Manager, Rates 

PURCHASED GAS ADJUSTMENT CLAUSE 
(Continued) 

Definitions 
For purposes of this tariff: 

a. "Average Expected Cost" is the cost of purchased gas which results
from the application of supplier rates currently in effect, or
reasonably expected to be in effect during the calendar quarter, on 
purchased gas volumes during the twelve-month period ending with 
the reporting period to which the GCR will apply, divided by the
corresponding sales volume.  Where the calculations require the use 
of volumes used during a given period, and those volumes did not
exist for a particular source for the entire period, or the Company 
expects the volumes to change substantially, the Company may make 
appropriate adjustments to its calculations.  Any adjustments of
this type shall be described in the quarterly Gas Cost Recovery 
Report.

b. "GCR" means the quarterly updated gas cost recovery rate and is the
sum of the expected gas cost component plus the supplier refund 
adjustment plus the actual cost adjustment plus the balancing
adjustment; i.e., GCR = EGC + RA + ACA + BA.

c. "Calendar Quarters" means each of the four three-month periods of
(1) February, March, and April; (2) May, June, and July; (3) August,
September, and October; (4) November, December, and January.

d. "Reporting Period" means the three-month accounting period that
ended approximately sixty (60) days prior to the filing date of the
updated gas cost recovery rates; i.e., the calendar quarters ended 
April 30, July 31, October 31, and January 31 of each year.

Gas Cost Recovery Rate (GCR): 

Expected Gas Supply Cost (EGC) 3.6892 (R) 
Refund Adjustment (RA) 0.0000 
Actual Cost Adjustment (ACA) (0.2747) (I) 
Balance Adjustment (BA)  (0.0105) (R) 
Total Gas Cost Recovery Rate per Mcf 3.4040 (I)

(R) Indicates Reduction.
(I) Indicates Increase.

KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Linda C. Bridwell
Executive Director

EFFECTIVE

2/1/2021
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 SECTION 9 (1)

DanielE.Hinton
New Stamp



PEOPLES GAS KY LLC 
375 NORTH SHORE DRIVE, SUITE 600 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15212 

Title: Budget Payment Plan 

ORIGINAL SHEET No. 5 
P.S.C. KY. No. 1 

Purpose: Provide a plan to spread a customer's annual gas service cost 
over twelve equal monthly payments in lieu of monthly billings based on 
actual usage; whereby any difference in the actual amount due and the fixed 
amount paid each month shall be payable in full each year upon receipt of the 
June billing. 

Plan: 1. If at any time the Rate under which the Company purchases gas 
service at wholesale is modified, the Company may make a corresponding 
modification in the rate for service hereunder and the budget payment amount 
shall be adjusted accordingly. 

2. If at any time the Rate and/or Terms and Conditions as set forth 
in the Company's Rate are adjusted or changed and said adjustments and/or 
changes are approved by the Kentucky Energy Regulatory Commission said 
adjustments and/or will become effective and supersede, cancel and replace 
rates and/or terms and conditions provided in existing rate prior to the 
effective date as set forth in the Energy Regulatory Commission's Order 
approving the adjustments and/or changes. 

3. The monthly budget payments are subject to change where a trend 
develops indicating the amount set up is insufficient to result in a 
reasonable balance due in the June Billing period; at which time, the 
difference in the fixed amount and actual cost of gas service is payable in 
full. 

4. The Consumer shall make payment each month in the full amount of 
the Budget Payment as stated herein, irregardless of any accumulated charges 
or credits for actual use. The accumulated charges or credits shall be 
adjusted on the June billing. Should the Consumer fail to make such budget 
payments by due date, service will be discontinued and entire balance becomes 
due and payable before service is restored. The Consumer shall be ineligible 
for future billings under the Budget Payment Plan. 

5. This agreement shall continue from year to year, unless 
terminated by either party giving to the other notice in writing, subject to 
the provision stated in 4 above. 

ISSUED: December 17,2013 
EFFECTIVE: December 17, 2013 

Issued By: /s/ Carol Luniewski 
Rate Analyst 

KENTUCKY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

JEFF R. DEROUEN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TARIFF BRANCH

EFFECTIVE

12/17/2013
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 SECTION 9 (1)

DanielE.Hinton
New Stamp




